
Seeds and Soil 
Matthew 13:1-9 

  

Into the Lesson: 
 

What is your favorite season of the year (after flash 
flood and wildfire season of course)? And why (hunting 
and football seasons don’t count)? 

How do feel about so much agricultural land getting 
plowed under to “pave paradise and put up a parking 
lot”? 

 
How do you think the farmers and ranchers feel? 

  
 
 
Into the Word: 
 

Read Matthew 13:1-9; 18-23 and consider the following 
questions: 
 
From a simple logistical perspective, what does Jesus’ 
locating himself in a boat, with a large group of people 
gathered around Him seem to say about his 
teaching/preaching style? 

 
Although the disciples wanted to know why He spoke in 
parables, how familiar would the crowd be of the 
situation He was describing? 

 
Review the four soil types and the results of the seeds 
sown:                                                                               
       Soil-                                             Results- 

          V.4 

          Vv.5-6 

          V.7 

          V.8 
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 Into Life: 
 

In his sermon, Lon mentioned, “…as the sower finds 
different types of soil, the Gospel finds different 
types of people and maybe the same person in different 
stages of life”. 
 
How can we identify those we meet, in regard to how 
they respond to the Gospel? 
 

Those who are: 
 

Beaten down on the road of life 
 

Others who are experiencing a rocky life –  
 

Those dealing with the thorny issues in their lives -  
 

And hopefully those who have “fallen in the good  
soil”. 

 
How can we begin to “cultivate” those we encounter on a 
daily basis to encourage their growth? 

 
Realizing our own “soil situation” can be a part of the 
season of life, how important is it to be continually 
“cultivated” in our walk with the Lord? 

 
What part do our Brothers and Sisters in Christ have in 
helping in this process? 

 
At the risk of “piling on”, how important are past 
studies on understanding and using our Spiritual Gifts 
to help us cultivate others and be cultivated ourselves 
and- 

 

Allow God to provide the Growth. 
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